2013 CD CATALOGUE

A Three Decade Retrospective

THE KEEP - Stephen Bacchus
Genres: Ambient, New Age, Electronic
In Medieval times “The Keep” was the innermost and strongest structure of a castle. Stephen Bacchus has gone into “The Keep” of his musical archives and re-mastered and released for the first time - a three decade retrospective of his works.

THE WILDLANDS
Genres: Nature Sounds
“The WILDLANDS” provides a rare glimpse into the mystery and beauty of some of Ontario and Quebec wilderness regions. Gathered from different wilderness tracts these recordings take you deeper into the untamed and undiscovered wild.

MINUS (-) & Static Flux
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
Ambient Layers, created by sampling environments & objects with a stereo microphone, then modifying those sounds via loops and digital effects. “Minus (-6)” is a careful, flowing journey into the heartland of ambient dreams.

INTERSTELLAR PASSAGE - Rick Miller
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
Very similar to “Starsong,” in that it is relaxing, space music, however with more musical melodic lines.

STARSONG - Rick Miller
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
“Starsong” by Rick Miller was originally released in 1983. Over the next 10 years it had worldwide sales in excess of 30000. The Starsong CD has been digitally remastered from the original analog master tapes and a new CD cover was designed.

THE MYTH WITHIN - Seb D.T.
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
A work of Sonic Mysteries... A soundtrack for a utopian quest... A Strange sound in a strange land... Find a calm place... fade out the light and just listen...

FROG POWER - Grant Mackay
Genres: Nature Sounds
Recorded over several seasons this diverse collection is captured from Canadian wilderness regions spanning nearly a thousand miles from Point Petre in the South to James Bay in the North.

THE MYTH WITHIN - Seb D.T.
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
A work of Sonic Mysteries... A soundtrack for a utopian quest... A Strange sound in a strange land... Find a calm place... fade out the light and just listen...

AVALON - Calverley
Genre: Celtic
A music journey into the mythical land of Arthurian legends. Rich sounds of synthesizers with piano and flute capture the spirit of ancient Celtic times.

CELTIC SPIRIT - Anderson & Meis
Genre: Celtic
Two Celtic harps capture the gentle spirit of an ancient Celtic past through arrangements of favourite Celtic music melodies.

ZEN SPIRIT - Tani Senzan
Genre: World
An album of shakuhachi solos played in the style by the ancient Zen priests. The music CD of Japanese Music is excellent for use in Zen meditation.

EVENING SNOW - Tani Senzan & Takaka Yoko
Genre: World
Traditional and contemporary Japanese music performed on the shakuhachi (bamboo flute) and the koto (Japanese harp).

THE KEEP - Stephen Bacchus
Genres: Ambient, New Age, Electronic
In Medieval times “The Keep” was the innermost and strongest structure of a castle. Stephen Bacchus has gone into “The Keep” of his musical archives and re-mastered and released for the first time - a three decade retrospective of his works.

INTERSTELLAR PASSAGE - Rick Miller
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
Very similar to “Starsong,” in that it is relaxing, space music, however with more musical melodic lines.

MINUS (-) & Static Flux
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
Ambient Layers, created by sampling environments & objects with a stereo microphone, then modifying those sounds via loops and digital effects. “Minus (-6)” is a careful, flowing journey into the heartland of ambient dreams.

THE WILDLANDS
Genres: Nature Sounds
“The WILDLANDS” provides a rare glimpse into the mystery and beauty of some of Ontario and Quebec wilderness regions. Gathered from different wilderness tracts these recordings take you deeper into the untamed and undiscovered wild.

DRUMS OF PASSION - Michael Uyttebroek
Genre: World
His first release of Senagalise, uptempo drumming is a classic!

SALOME - Michael Uyttebroek
Genre: World
The rich resonances of a nine foot concert grand piano blend together with a luscious array of atmospheric synthesizer washes to create a quiet meditative experience.

TIME VISION - Michael Uyttebroek
Genre: World
A synergy of hand drums from Africa and world percussion combined with melodic synthesizer arrangements.

ZEN SPIRIT - Tani Senzan
Genre: World
An album of shakuhachi solos played in the style by the ancient Zen priests. The music CD of Japanese Music is excellent for use in Zen meditation.

EVENING SNOW - Tani Senzan & Takaka Yoko
Genre: World
Traditional and contemporary Japanese music performed on the shakuhachi (bamboo flute) and the koto (Japanese harp).

THE KEEP - Stephen Bacchus
Genres: Ambient, New Age, Electronic
In Medieval times “The Keep” was the innermost and strongest structure of a castle. Stephen Bacchus has gone into “The Keep” of his musical archives and re-mastered and released for the first time - a three decade retrospective of his works.

INTERSTELLAR PASSAGE - Rick Miller
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
Very similar to “Starsong,” in that it is relaxing, space music, however with more musical melodic lines.

MINUS (-) & Static Flux
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
Ambient Layers, created by sampling environments & objects with a stereo microphone, then modifying those sounds via loops and digital effects. “Minus (-6)” is a careful, flowing journey into the heartland of ambient dreams.

THE WILDLANDS
Genres: Nature Sounds
“The WILDLANDS” provides a rare glimpse into the mystery and beauty of some of Ontario and Quebec wilderness regions. Gathered from different wilderness tracts these recordings take you deeper into the untamed and undiscovered wild.

DRUMS OF PASSION - Michael Uyttebroek
Genre: World
His first release of Senagalise, uptempo drumming is a classic!

SALOME - Michael Uyttebroek
Genre: World
The rich resonances of a nine foot concert grand piano blend together with a luscious array of atmospheric synthesizer washes to create a quiet meditative experience.

TIME VISION - Michael Uyttebroek
Genre: World
A synergy of hand drums from Africa and world percussion combined with melodic synthesizer arrangements.

SPIRIT OF SCIENCE
Genres: Ambient, Electronic
It has some interesting ambient electronics, ambient guitar and what sounds like some very creative use of feedback. “Stunning in it’s simplicity... music to lift the soul.” Carmel McGrother (Sounds Scene)
THE FOREST MARSH
Recorded in Northumberland County, Canada. Deep in a hidden valley, among the rolling, pastoral, farmland hills lay an undisturbed forest marsh. Hear the sounds of birdsongs and bullfrogs of "The Forest Marsh" awakening at dawn.

ETHERIUM - Stephen Bacchus
Six music meditations for reaching inner space. Bacchus' fluid approach to music meter frees the body and nervous system of routine responses and restores natural rhythms. Long flowing ambiances with analogue & digital synths.

TEMPLE OF SINGING BOWLS - Calverley/Stephen Bacchus
Calverley combines his mystical vision with reknown multi-instrumentalist composer and sound designer, Stephen Bacchus and together they have created a sonic tour-de-force unlike any other Tibetan bowl album: 50+ antique Tibetan Bowls were recorded, edited, and layered to extract an elemental essence not possible by real time playing.

LAKESIDE SAVANNAH
This environmental music from the great Canadian shield, majestic rugged land of lakes and forest, loons and timber wolves. Here is the heart of the deep northwoods expressed in the tone-poems of Danna & Clement™.

A GRADUAL AWAKENING - Danna & Clément
This is environmental music from the great Canadian shield, majestic rugged land of lakes and forest, loons and timber wolves. Here is the heart of the deep northwoods expressed in the tone-poems of Danna & Clement™.

EVENING SKY - Various Artists
A wondrous collection of melodic and ambient music for stargazing and other celestial arts. Sit back and let the music transport you to the far reaches of the Evening Sky, includes rare and never before released “Planetarium” music by Tim Clement.

CELTIC SANCITY - Bruce Mitchell
Deeply inspired compositions across the storied places of the heart. Masterful arrangements of keyboards with richly detailed, heartfelt performances on flutes, recorder, whistle, violin, piano, acoustic & electric bass and percussion.

WATERHAVEN - Stephen Bacchus/Danna & Clement
Here the listener is guided through an odyssey of water havens each exploring different aspects of this primary element. Expansive musical expressions accompany majestic ocean surf and intimate flowing streams.

WILDERNESS MYSTERIUM - Bacchus/Danna & Clement
Emark on a journey into the mysterious heart of the wilderness. Listen to Nature sounds blend with music inspired by the grandeur of ancient forests and far-away landscapes.

NIGHTSCAPES: Midnight Sounds From The Wild
As a cloak of evening darkness gradually descends, the natural world awakens with a chorus of nocturnal wildlife. Recorded in Massasauga Provincial Park and other remote locations.

WOODLAND SUMMER
The enlivening sounds of early morning fold gently into the repose of a lazy afternoon. Songbirds fill the air as the music of a passing stream lingers in the background meadows. These are the wilderness sounds of a woodland summer.

PERSIAN ARABESQUE - Various Artists
Persian Arabesque takes you on a romantic trek through the Near and Middle East. The music and indigenous instruments – ney, setar, kanun and tar – conjure up images of whirling dervishes, breathtaking tapestries, intricate calligraphy, and epics from a forgotten era of wonder and adventure.

THE BEST OF DANNA & CLEMENT - Danna & Clément
This is a remastered collection of Mychael Danna’s and Clément’s tracks drawn from their first three albums. "A Gradual Awakening", "Summerland" & "Another Sun". DELUXE 8 PAGE COLOR BOOKLET

TRUE STORIES - Jeff Pearce/Vidina Obmana
“True Stories” is the first collaboration between Belgian electronic music composer Vidina Obmana and American ambient music guitarist Jeff Pearce. Obmana and Pearce explore areas of light and darkness, of quiet solitude and vast emotion.

AMBIENT ORIGINS - Stephen Bacchus
Music evocative of cavernous underground warehouses and abandoned munitions factories, deep cold Canadian winters, and lost childhood memories. A collection of rare ambient music and electronic music works from the mid-1980s reflecting the artist’s earlier influences.

THE AMBIENT ECLIPSE - Various Artists
Sonic navigations through dark subterranean soundscapes and indescent ethereal realms. Featuring Steve Roach & friends. 20-Bit Mastered.

FIRE & REMEMBRANCE - Philippe Emmanuel Guebule
Ambient music with Euro-avant guard shadings. P. E. Guebule seamlessly blends exquisite ambient atmospheres with electronic keyboards and guitars, bass & voice, radio broadcast signals, prepared piano elements & ambient textures.

DRIFTING...DEEP - Bacchus/Brozin/Ethereal Journeys
Genre: Ambient, Electronic
Melodies of drifting...deep. Features twelve new tracks by three different artists:Stephen Bacchus (Canada), Hilliard Brozin (South Africa) and The Ethereal Journeys (Russia) each a distinctive style for a deep experience of drifting within.

BARDO - Stephen Bacchus
Inspired by the “Bardo Thodol” (The Tibetan Book of the Dead). Persian, Japanese, Turkish and Tibetan Music are the flavors of his world music orchestra with along nature sounds, samples and chants.

CELTIC DESTINY - Bruce Mitchell
A highly melodic mix of Celtic music melodies with original compositions by the artist. Instruments included are the penny whistle, violin, recorder, bodhran, acoustic percussion, piano and beautifully arranged strings and keyboards.

OASIS: The Anthology - Various Artists
A remastered collector’s edition which features selections from the best-selling albums on the Oasis label. The music is New Age with World Music flavours.

ACROSS THE MOUNTAIN - Keisuke Doi
Soft jazz and New Age music that expresses the pastoral moods of Japan. Shakuhachi & keyboards, guitar, bass & percussion.

ANCIENT MYSTERIES - Stephen Bacchus
Explores the mysteries of the lost continents of Atlantis and Lemuria(MU), as well as the ancient civilizations of the Celts, the Mayans, and others ancient peoples.

PANGAEA - Stephen Bacchus
A relaxing and rejuvenating blend of soft keyboards, world music instruments and nature sounds. Ideal for massage.
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